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Abstract 

Computer aided prototyping (CAP) shows promise in system development. It frees designers from implementation 
details by executing specifications via reusable components. In constructing distributed embedded real-time 
systems, the formal specifications can facilitate recording and enforcing timing constraints by providing underlying 
compositional architecture, r estricted r eal-time s cheduling and reusable execution base. This research takes the 
computer assisted resuscitation algorithm (CARA) software for the infusion pump as the studying case, and presents 
different versions that model the CARA with specific focuses, such as simplicity of the design, safety-aspects, 
requirements coverage, enabling architecture, and so forth. Finally the evaluation on CARA requirements and on 
the language for prototyping complex systems and its associated tools is also provided. 

Key word: Rapid prototyping, System modeling and design, Specification and software tools support 

1. Introduction 
This report summarizes our prototyping effort for the Infusion Pump Computer Assisted Resuscitation Algorithm 
(CARA) software. The purposes of this effort were to 

• Study the characteristics of high confidence embedded systems; 
• Explore design alternatives using our tools; 
• Validate the feasibility and effectiveness of our models, languages and tools; 
• Demonstrate the flexibility of the tools in generating and comparing variations of software design given the 

same requirement set, and 
• To set the focus for our FY2003 efforts for improving our models, languages and tools to better address 

high confidence embedded systems. 

The CARA software automates the delivery of intravenous (IV) fluids to a trauma patient by monitoring the 
patient's blood pressure and controlling the output rate of an IV infusion pump. This is a typical example of a high 
confidence embedded system. Currently high confidence is a subjective concept. We would like to refine this 
concept to relate it to objective measurement, especially for safety-related aspects. 

Our prototyping effort explored several design alternatives using our tools. It is well known that requirements faults 
account for a majority of software failures, particularly for first-of-a-kind applications. We explored the 
effectiveness of parallel conceptualization efforts to expose potential requirements issues. 

We tested the feasibility of our tools and new interface, and explored the degree to which our design notations and 
models express the range of issues typical of high confidence embedded systems. A particular focus was to identify 
issues difficult to express in our current models and representations. 

In FY2003 we plan to refine our languages, models, and tools to respond to specific deficiencies identified in the 
initial CARA prototyping effort, and to use the improved tools to establish a measurable basis for high confidence 
embedded systems. 

1 A set of Computer Aided Software Engineering Automation Tools 
2 Computer Assisted Resuscitation Algorithm 
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2. Language for Analysis, Modeling and Prototyping of Complex Systems (LAMPS) 
Current and future DoD software systems fall somewhere within a continuous spectrum between pure information 
systems and pure control systems. All of these systems support the warfighter in one way or another, whether they 
are CONUS warehouse inventory tracking systems or the embedded software on a smart projectile in a theater of 
war. These systems can be distributed, heterogeneous and network-based, consisting of a set of components running 
on different platforms and working together via multiple communication links and protocols. More and more of 
these systems have critical safety aspects and associated needs for high confidence. These systems have many 
safety aspects and associated needs for high confidence embedded systems. Hence, we must develop models and 
languages to capture the requirements and attributes. We built upon our experience with specification3 and 
prototyping4 languages and developed a language (LAMPS) for modeling and prototyping complex systems. This 
section briefly summarizes our notations for high confidence embedded systems, which were used for the CARA 
prototyping effort. 

LAMPS models a system as a set of concurrent state machines communicating via shared data streams. 
Mathematically, a system S can be represented as a 4-tuple S = [S, E, C? D] where 

S = {s i ,  1 < i  <| S |}, where s i  is a component system 

E = {e i J , l<i , j<\S\} ,  where is the set interactions from s i  to s .  

C = 1 < i <| S |}, where c(si) is the set of constraints on 

D = {die^f  1 < /,/ <| S |} , where d(e. j )  is the set constraints on the interactions from s t  to Sj  

2.1 Basic Computation Graph Model 
Pictorially, we can represent each S( as a vertex of a computation graph and each as a set of directed edges from 

St to Sj in the graph. For example, the system shown in Figure 1 corresponds to a system with 

S = {monitor^environment, temper ature_control, valvejcontrol} , and 
E— {{temperature, humidity), {valve_adjustment}, {fuel}}. 

The component monitor ̂ environment is associated with the set of constraints {Maximum Execution Time =100 ms, 
PERIOD = 500 ms, Mean_Time_Between_Failure = 48 hours}, and the edge temperature is associated with the 
constraints {LATENCY = 500 ms, security = medium}. 

temperature: Celsius 
LATENCY = 500 ms 
PROPERTY 

security = medium 

humidity; 
LATENCY = 1000 ms 
PROPERTY 

MET = 100 ms security = low 
PERIOD = 500 ms 
PROPERTY 

MTBF = 48 hours 

fuel: gallons 

valve_adjustment: real 
LATENCY = 500 ms w 
PROPERTY 

security = high 
MET =200 ms 
MRT = im ms 
MCP = 500 ms 
TRIGGERED BY ALL 

temperature 
OUTPUT valve_adjustment 

IF |valve__adjustment| > 0.01 
PROPERTY 

mem >= 128MB 

Figure 1. The LAMPS model for System Requirements 

MET = 100 ms 
MRT= 1000 ms 
MCP= 500 ms 
TRIGGERED BY ALL 

valve_adjustment 

3 V. Berzins and Luqi, "An introduction to the specification language SPEC", IEEE Software, 7(2), March 1990, 
pp. 74 -84 
4 Luqi, V. Berzins and R. Yeh, "A prototyping language for real-time software IEEE Trans. Software 
Engineering, 14(10), Oct. 1988, pp. 1409 -1423 
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To support the automated generation of glue and wrapper code, LAMPS also provides the capability to capture the 
attributes of target network systems. For example, Figure 2 shows a target network connecting 3 host machines. 

PROPERTY os = NT " 
PROPERTY mem f T GB 

PROPERTY propagation_delay = 3000 ms 
PROPERTY bandwidth = 100 Mbps 

PROPERTY security = low PROPERTY propagation _delay = 2000 ms 
PROPERTY bandwidth = 100 Mbps 

PROPERTY security = low 
Linkl 

PROPERTYos = SUNOS | PROPERTY propagation _delay = 100 ms 
*"] PROPERTY bandwidth = 90Kbps 
[ PROPERTY security = high 

PROPERTY propagation _delay = 1000 ms 
PROPERTY bandwidth = 90 Kbps 

PROPERTY security = high PROPERTY os = LYNX 
PROPERTY mem = 1 GB 

Figure 2. The LAMPS model for target network 

2.2 Hierarchical Computation Graph Model 

The hierarchical graph model is introduced to support abstraction. A vertex S[ in a hierarchical computation graph 
may in turn be modeled as a computation graph [.S., 5 C,, ] resulting in a hierarchical structure of nested 
computation graphs. For example, the monitor^environment vertex in Figure 1 may be modeled as the graph shown 
in Figure 3. Note that the children vertices {monitor Jemperature and monitor Jiumidity) inherit the constraints 
associated with parent {monitor_environment) vertex. One can always represent a given static hierarchical 
computation graph by an equivalent basic static graph, however, care must be taken to ensure that such 
transformation does not introduce inconsistencies to the resultant constraints. 

3. Tools for Rapid Automated Prototyping of Complex Systems (SEATools) 
We developed a set of tools to support the modeling, analysis and prototyping of the systems under development 
(Figure 4). The tools set provides a system model editor for the users to create and modify their system models, a 
translator to check the syntax/semantics of the system model and to generate glue and wrapper codes to realize the 
design for the target system architecture, and a scheduler to analyze the timing constraints and to generate code to 
realize these constraints in the target architecture. The tool interface also provides menus for users to manage their 
projects and compile the source codes into an executable prototype. 

Figure 3. Decomposition for the monitor_environment vertex 
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Project Edit Prototype Databases Exec Support Windows Help 
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prototype ] Ada files [ 

&m not requited 
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Figure 4. The SEATools Interface 

4. Designs of the Infusion Pump Control Software 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the language and tools, we formed five design teams and used LAMPS and 
SEATools to analyze the requirements of the Infusion Pump Computer Assisted Resuscitation Algorithm (CARA) 
software. The goal of the CARA Infusion Pump prototyping effort was develop an executable model to facilitate the 
analysis and understanding of the requirements (especially with respect to timing and safety) of the Computer 
Assisted Resuscitation Algorithm (CARA) software. This CARA software automates the delivery of intravenous 
(IV) fluids to a patient by monitoring the patient's blood pressure and controls the IV output rate of an infusion 
pump. Expected interactions between the CARA software and its environment are described informally in the 
following documents from WRAIR Dept. of Resuscitative Medicine: 

"Hazard Analysis and Standard Operating Procedure", July 1999. 
"Narrative Description of the CARA software", Jan 2001. 
"CARA Pump Control Software Questions", Version 6.1, Jan 2001. 
"CARA Tagged Requirements", Increment 3, Version 1.2, March 2001. 

4.1 Design Model #1 
The overall system environment consists of just three main components: The LSTAT stretcher is assumed to 
provide the majority of patient related information (e.g. blood pressures), the infusion pump is the main item for 
control, and the CARA Software System is the system driving the infusion pump based on data received from the 
LSTAT (Figure 5). 
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0 ms 
0 ms 

odculsion detected 

ai/di sirup ted 

Figure 5. The top level of the CARA Software Model #1 

Figure 6 shows the decomposition of the Infusion Pump. There is an eight-pin ribbon cable between the pump and 
the CARA. Eight of the terminators in this level correspond to the pins of the ribbon cable » only 5 of which 
actually interact with the CARA. The requirements describe the need for continuity checking of all the pins via a 
hardware interlock - this is modeled as an additional terminator (continuity_interlock). 

pinljiuspjmuar. 

pin^tfyafcecjlcid 

3rupted D ns 

pin3_pi 

pun] >_speed 

n4 hack E IF 

pin6_E 

ccculailn detected 

0 ms 

c on tilfiitt|| r 1 • ck 

Figure 6. The Infusion Pump module of the CARA Software Model #1 

Figure 7 shows the three main modules of the CARA software: a Pump_Control_Module, an IO_Module and a 
Management_Module. The Pump_Contol Module resolves an accurate blood pressure from various sources and 
then determines the appropriate flow rate for the pump. The IO_Module sends and receives inputs to the CARA 
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operator via the display, and the Management_Module monitors the status of the pump, the lines, and the system for 
logging data into the historical resuscitation file. 

Figure 7. The CARA software module of Model #1 

Figure 8 shows the Management_Module inside the CARA software. Central to this module is a 
manual_mode_interlock operator that is primarily responsible for returning the system to a manual mode in case of 
any component failure. Feeding this operator is data from the line_monitor which monitors the sensor readings from 
the pump and LSTAT. Also feeding the manual_mode_interlock is a processor watchdog. This watchdog is 
implemented on a separate processor and will sense any failure of the main processor and alert the operator (via the 
display). One final element of the management_module is the Resuscitation_File where all information about the 
changing state of the CARA system is recorded. 

Figure 8. The Management module of Model #1 
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The resuscitation_file module consists of a series of operators that accept data of a particular type and convert it into 
data_for_file format. The resuscitation file itself is modeled as a looping data stream where additional entries are 
appended onto the end of the file. The line_monitor module (Figure 9) monitors sensor readings coming from the 
pump. In case of any problems, a line_fault is generated and immediately sent to the manual_mode_interlock. 
Determining the proper values of impedance, air, and EMF readings requires further decomposition of these 
operators. 

Figure 9. The Line Monitor module of Model #1 

The AirOK_Monitor consists of two operators, a Start_Air_Timer and a Generate_Air_Fault_Operator. The 
Start_Air_Timer monitors for an air disruption in the air line. If it receives input indicating there is an air disruption, 
it waits an allotted time to see if the disruption clears. If disruption clears, the timer is reset. If it does not, the 
Generate_Air_Fault_Operator fires indicating a line_fault. 

The EMF_calculator module performs two major functions. First it performs EMF polling to accumulate 
appropriate EMF values to calculate both the infuse rate and the total volume infused. These values are later sent to 
the display and the resuscitation file. It also monitors for absent or out of tolerance EMF values. If acceptable EMF 
values are not received within an appropriate time, it generates a line_fault that eventually sets the system back into 
manual mode. 

The Impedance_Monitor module performs two major functions, much like the EMF calculator. First it performs 
impedance polling to accumulate appropriate impedance values to send to the resuscitation file. It also monitors for 
absent or out of tolerance impedance values. If acceptable impedance values are not received within an appropriate 
time, it generates a line_fault that will also set the system back into manual mode. 

Figure 10 shows the Pump Control module. This is the major safety critical module of the CARA. It is responsible 
for resolving an accurate blood pressure reading from the various input sources and then using this blood pressure to 
determine the correct input to the pump when the system is in auto-control mode. Because of the safety critical 
nature of this module, we chose to implement this with Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR). This specific safety 
architecture was not called for explicitly in the requirement statement; however, the safety environment implicitly 
requires some form of redundancy to ensure that the proper commands are sent to the pump. The TMR architecture 
uses three concurrent modules performing similar functions and producing similar output, but using different 
internal algorithms in their calculations. A voting element is then responsible for determining which output to use. 
Module 1 is the only module of the three that has been fully decomposed. Modules 2 & 3 could be decomposed 
similarly to Module 1 but would use different algorithms (inserted at the programming stage). 

7 



Figure 10. The Pump Control module of Model #1 

Module 1 is decomposed into two main functions: first, a blood pressure calculator responsible for determining 
which blood pressure to use during further calculations, and second, a pump speed calculator which determines the 
appropriate pump command to issue (Figure 11). 

The BP_calculator module (Figure 12) has been decomposed into three operators: first, the Aline_Corroborator 
which attempts to generate a corroborated arterial line blood pressure for future calculation; second, the 
Pulse_Wave_Corroborator which attempts to generate a corroborated pulse wave blood pressure for future 
calculation; and finally, a BP_Priority_Calculator which given the blood pressures available (arterial line, pulse 
wave, and cuff) determines the blood pressure that will be used (corroborated_bpl) based on a blood pressure 
priority scheme. 

Figure 11. The Modulel module of Model #1 Figure 12. The BP_Calculator module of Model #1 
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Recall that there are two other concurrent modules (modules 2 & 3) that are performing similar tasks. The 
voting_element is decomposed into two main sub-operators. First, the Vote operator compares the inputs from 
Modules 1, 2, 3. If the all the data are within a set tolerance of each other, the operator averages the values and 
outputs the real_bp (for the display and the resuscitation file) and the pump_speed. If two of the inputs are within 
tolerance and one is outside tolerance, it disregards the value outside tolerance, averages the other two and outputs 
the averages. If all three values are outside tolerance, the vote operator disregards all three values and waits for 
satisfactory data. The Terminate_Autocontrol operator is responsible for returning the system to manual control if 
the manual mode interlock command is invoked. 

0 ms 

Figure 13. The 10 module of Model #1 

Figure 13 shows the IOModule. This module handles the input and output to the CARA display for the benefit of 
the CARA operator. Note that unlike version 1, in this version the CARA Display has been modeled as a 
decomposable terminator within this module. The alarm functions have been separated from other display 
functions to help isolate the safety critical functions. Also note the duplicate alarm_controller. This additional 
alarm controller would be implemented on the second processor with the main processor watchdog. In case of main 
processor failure, alarms would be raised to the display. 

The alarm_controllerl accepts alarm generating data streams and outputs alarm data (both text and audio alarm) to 
the CARA display. As previously mentioned, the second controller (alarm_controller2) is implemented on the 
second processor to enable alarm data to be transmitted to the display in case of main processor failure. The 
display_driver contains a series of operators that act as drivers for the information displayed on the CARA display. 
Some of these operators (the graph operators in particular) maintain aggregate data to send to the display. Also 
several of the operators function by comparing any new data to old data and only update the display in the case of 
changes. The display module is a decomposed terminator that simulates the functions of the CARA display. Each 
terminator represents separate sets data that can be displayed on the Display. This module also simulates user input 
by way of operator_commands (button pushes) from the Display. 
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4.2 Design Model #2 
This design for the infusion pump prototype has four layers. The top level gives the outline of the infusion pump. It 
includes the CARA, pump, LSTAT, pressure_gauge and patient (Figure 14). The pressure_guage module is made 
up of three atomic operators, each responsible for monitoring one of the three blood pressure sources (Figure 15). 

0 ms 0 ms 

:tefeial 

bvajbp 

EJbp pOTtT 
2 Eiroprq 

c/mna-ttq al br 

status** 
mix oft 

ma 

^pul-se /m/e_bp 
cwztjap 

bat 
impec 

Figure 14. The top level design of Model #2 

0 1113 
puls e_wave bp pul s e_Tjav ^ 

EXTERNAL 
pul s e_Tjav ^ 

0 ms 
arterial_bp 

arterial 
EXTERNAL 

arterial 

0 ms 
_ cuff_bp 

cuf f_bp__g EXTERNAL cuf f_bp__g 

EXTERNAL 

^^EXfSRNAL 

EXTERNAL 

gauge_impuls e 

bp 

_—EX*FERNAL 

jauge 

gauge_impul se 

infla control 

EXTERNAL 

c^H^SERNAL 

EXTERNAL 

Figure 15. The Pressure Guage module of Model #2 
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The CARA module is the central part of the entire system. It can be subdivided into a monitor module, a control 
algorithm module, a display and alarm process module and a log module (Figure 16). 

Figure 16. The CARA module of Model #2 

The monitor module monitors the signal from the pump and LSTAT to provide the CARA with pump, LSTAT and 
blood pressure information (Figure 17). 

1ERNAL 

EXTE 

EXTERNAL 

EXTERNAL 

EXTERNAL 

EXTERNAL 

EXTERNAL 

EXTERNAL 

iRNAL 

EXTERNAL 

EXTERNAL 

Figure 17. The Monitor module of Model #2 
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The display and alarm process module (Figure 18) can process an alarm and display a corresponding message 
according to the input data stream while the log module will manage writing the appropriate information to the 
resuscitation file. 

cuff unavail 

d o s i l i a t e  

write status —CffERNAL 

JLpsfcJWif f_l 7 44 

EXTERNAL 

EXTERNAL 

Figure 18. The Display and Alarm Process module of Model #2 

The control algorithm module is the main part of the CARA (Figure 19). It is responsible for calculating the flow 
rate and the cumulative volume of the pump according to the signal from back EMF and providing the voltage to 
control the pump flow rate. The algorithm also performs several other functions on the monitored signals. The 
detailed process is included in the two lower layers (Figures 20, 21). 

Figure 19. The Control Algorithm module of Model #2 
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Figure 20. The Auto_Control module of Model #2 

Figure 21. The Corroboration (corr_20) module of Model #2 

1 3  



4.3 Design Model #3 
In this model, the CARA software is split into two processes (Figure 22). While most of the controlling operation 
and computation is encapsulated in the CARA_algorithm operator, the CARA_interaction operator is responsible for 
information display control, alarm signal management, recording in the resuscitation file and handling of operator 
over-ridings. The overall architecture assumes two external sources, pump and LSTAT_patient, which provide data 
to the CARA and receive control information. 

Figure 22. The top level design of Model #3 

Figure 23 shows the decomposition of the CARA_algorithm module. It consists of six components. The sub-
modules, power_monitor, pump_monitor, bpjnonitor and bp_corroborate, are responsible for monitoring and 
validating the power on/off of the LSTAT, the connections and status of the signals from the pump, and the signal 
and status of the blood pressure from the LSTAT. Information derived from these monitors is fed into the other two 
modules, pump_manual_control and pump_auto_control. They are responsible for monitoring and controlling the 
infusion pump under two different modes of operations along with other important tasks like validating and 
corroborating blood pressure, switching control modes from automatic to manual and vise versa, etc. The sub-
modules pump_monitor, bpjnonitor, pump_auto_control, bp_corroborate and pump_manual_control are in turn 
made up of their own decompositions shown in Figures 24-28. 
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Figure 23. The CARA_Algorithm module of Model #3 

Figure 24. The pump_monitor module of Model #3 
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Figure 25. The bp_monitor module of Model #3 
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Figure 26. The pump_auto_control module of Model #3 
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Figure 27. The bp_corroborate module of Model #3 Figure 28. The pump_manual_control module of Model #3 

Figure 29 shows the decomposition of the CARAJnteraction module. It consists of four sub-modules responsible 
for information display control, alarm signal management, resuscitation file recording and user over-ride handling. 

Figure 29. The CARA_Interaction module of Model #3 
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4.4 Design Model #4 
One of the major differences between this design and the others discussed in this report is the inclusion of a 
testjnstrumentation module in the top layer (Figure 30). The testjnstrumentation module provides a GUI for the 
user to control the status of the pump, patient and the LSTAT simulations during prototype execution. 

0 ms 

Figure 30. The top level design of Model #4 

Central to this model is the CARA module, which is decomposed into six sub-modules shown in Figure 31. The 
monitor_bp and monitor_pump modules are responsible for monitoring and validating blood pressures from the 
LSTAT and monitoring signals from the infusion pump respectively. Outputs from these modules are fed to the 
control__pump module to determine the voltage that drives the pump rate. They also go to the manage_alarm and 
log_n_display_msg to alert the user as needed. Inputs from the users are processed by the manage_user_input 
module and the resultant events are sent to the appropriate modules for further processing. 
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Figure 31. The CARA module of Model #4 

Figure 32 shows the internal composition of the monitor_bp module. The monitor_bp module is responsible for 
monitoring the three different blood pressure sources (cuff, arterial line, and pulse wave). It keeps tracks of the 
blood pressures when the CARA control software is in manual module, and performs a blood pressure corroboration 
algorithm when the CARA control software is in the auto-control mode. It also alerts the user to any disruption in 
the blood pressure sources and signals the control_pump module to switch the CARA control software from auto-
control mode back to manual mode if necessary. 

Figure 32. The bpmonitor module of Model #4 
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Much like the monitor_bp module, the functions of the monitor_pump module are implemented by five sub-
modules: monitor_plugin, monitor_occ, monitor_air, monitor_impedence and monitor_emf (Figure 33). Outputs 
from these modules are used by the decide_next_state module to determine if the system is stable enough to switch 
into auto-control mode or if the system is so unstable that it has to switch back to or remain in manual mode. The 
controljump module is then signaled to act accordingly. 

Figure 33. The monitor_pump module of Model #4 

control_mode 

Figure 34. The pump_control module of Model #4 
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Figure 34 shows the decomposition of the control_pump module. It models a state machine with 3 possible states 
{auto_off, auto_ready, auto_on}. Depending on the value of the control_mode stream, only one of the three sub-
modules can be triggered at any time. 

The auto_ready_state module (Figure 35) is responsible for establishing the initial blood pressure when the user 
wants to start auto_control. It invokes the corresponding functions in the monitor_bp module to obtain the cuff 
pressure and corroborate the result with the other beat-to-beat blood pressure readings. It then uses the result to 
decide if the system is safe to go into the auto control mode. 

ite autojasg EXTERNAL 

ol mode E)CTERNAL 

Figure 35. The auto ready state module of Model #4 

Figure 36 shows the detail of the auto_on module. It establishes the cuff blood pressure according to the policy 
outlined in the requirements document, computes the corresponding voltage to keep the pump working at the desired 
flow rate, and monitors the information from the monitor_bp, monitor_pump and manage_user_input modules to 
determine if it is necessary to switch back to manual mode. 

switch to aai 
EXTERNAL 

e s tablisae d_cuf f_bp 
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Figure 36. The auto_on_state module of Model #4 
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4.5 Design Model #5 
This model consists of several cohesive subsystems that are created based on separation of concerns. The top layer 
of the model consists of the CARA software and four external sub-systems: simulated patient, LSTAT, pump and 
alarm (Figure 37). 

G ms 

Figure 38 shows the internal composition of the CARA software, which consists of six sub-modules, BP_monitor, 
Safety_Monitor, Pump_monitor, Pump_controller, Logger and Display. The Pump_controller module is further 
decomposed into a manual_pump_controller and a software j>ump_controller as shown in Figure 39. 

Figure 39. The Pump_controller module of Model #5 
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5. Comparison of the Designs 

5.1 Understandability of the Model Architecture 
Understandability of the model architecture is a common goal of all the designs. The design teams attempted to 
accomplish this goal via decomposition based on separation of concerns. Such approach resulted in very similar top-
level designs. They are all made up of the CARA control software interacting with the external environment 
consisting of the pump and the LSTAT. 

The top-level designs reflect two different assumptions of the intended prototype. Models #1 (Figure 5) and #3 
(Figure 22) model the prototypes as open systems, where the pump and the LSTAT modules represent interfaces to 
the actual hardware. Models #2 (Figure 14), #4 (Figure 30) and #5 (Figure 37) model the prototypes as closed 
systems. These models all include a simulated patient to model the effect of the IV infusion on the patient's blood 
pressure. In addition, model #4 includes a test_instrumentation module to facilitate run-time testing. 

Figures 7, 1 6, 23, 3 1 and 3 8 review the top-layer design of the CARA software. All design teams identified the 
following functions of the CARA software - monitoring pump, monitoring blood pressure, controlling pump, 
logging and displaying messages, and managing user input. However, they varied in how these functions are 
presented in the hierarchical decompositions. Model #1 (Figure 7) provides the simplest design. It groups these 
major functions into three modules - pump_control_module (for monitoring blood pressure and controlling pump), 
iojnodule (for displaying messages and managing user input), and managementjnodule (for monitoring pump and 
logging messages). Model #2 (Figure 16) groups all monitoring functions (monitoring pump and monitoring blood 
pressure) into a single monitor module and buries the user input management deep inside the control_alg module. 
Models #3 (Figure 23), on the other hand, separates the message display and manage user input functions from the 
CARA control software and places them in a CARA Jnteraction module in the top level of the prototype (Figure 22). 
Models #4 (Figure 31) and #5 (Figure 38) have very similar designs. They both lay out all six functions explicitly in 
the top-layer of the CARA software. 

Model #1 maintains its elegance and simplicity as we follow the decomposition to the lower levels of granularity. 
The whole architecture is easily followed and understood. The segregation of the identified safety critical functions 
from non-safety critical functions greatly enhances the safety of the design. Model #5 also attempts to segregate the 
safety-critical functions from the non-safety critical ones in its design, but more work is needed to help flush out the 
design. Models #2, #3 and #4 suffers from varying degrees of complexity at the lower levels of granularity. Model 
#2 (Figure 19) attempts to divide the detail activities of the control algorithms into six concurrent processes, but fails 
to capture the event/response relationship among these processes. Model #3 (Figures 24-28) gives a fairly complete 
design. Though not as elegant as model #1, its architecture is easily understood. Model #4 (Figures 32-36) gives the 
most detail design. It attempts to reduce the complexity of the graph through the use of triggering conditions and 
timer operators. For example, its pumpjcontrol module models a state machine consisting of three states 
{auto_off_state, auto jeadyjstate and auto_on_state} (Figure 34). Depending on the value of the control mode 
state stream, exactly one of the three processes in pumpjcontrol module can be activated at all times. Figure 35 
implements the procedure that the CARA software has to go through after the user presses the "Start Auto Control" 
button. The button event will trigger the get_initial_cuff_bp operator to request the monitor bp module to 
corroborate the different blood pressure sources. The other four operators will remain idle awaiting the results from 
the monitor_bp module. When triggered by the arrival of the results, these four operators will decide whether it is 
safe to switch into auto_control_state and change the value of the control jnode state stream accordingly. 

5.2 Simplicity of the Design 
Simplicity of the design, in general, can be accomplished with sparse diagrams. Again, model #1 gives the simplest 
design. While all designs limit the number of operators in all levels to at most seven operators, they all suffer from 
varying degrees of data stream overcrowding. One way to solve this problem is by moving the functions around to 
form weaker coupling modules. For example, model #4 can greatly simplify the top-layer of the CARA software 
shown in Figure 31 if it follows model #l's design and place the monitorJbp module inside the controljpump 
module. Another way to reduce the number of data streams is through the use of composite streams. For example, 
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combining all alarm signals into a common stream and letting the alarm manager differentiate the different sources 
and priorities of the signals and process them accordingly. 

5.3 Requirements coverage 
All design covers most of the stated requirements in the broad sense, but they vary in detail when it comes to 
capturing the logic of the procedures stated in the requirements. All designs are able to identify the major functions 
of the CARA software and group them into different modules. With the exception of model #5, all models cover 
-90% of the high level requirements and at least half of the detailed ones. 

5.4 Safety Aspects of the design 
The design requirements, even with the questions and answers provided, are very incomplete. The requirements' 
document does not provide any performance requirements - it provides primarily design requirements. In particular, 
the requirements documents do not identify or prioritize the functions, especially from a safety criticality 
perspective. As a result, the majority of the models (#2, #3 and #4) do not differentiate between safety-critical and 
non-critical functions. 

The segregation of the identified safety critical functions from non-safety critical functions greatly enhances the 
safety of the design in models #1 and #5. In addition to those specified in the requirements document, model #1 
includes two additional safety features in the design. First, it implements Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) within 
the principle safety critical module (the pump_control_module in Figure 10). This TMR architecture relies on 3 
different algorithms for calculating the infusion rate when in auto-control mode and a single voting mechanism to 
determine which rate to pass to the pump. Second, it implements a processor watchdog function (on a separate 
processor) to alert the operator in cases of main processor failure (Figure 8). The redundant architecture on the blood 
pressure corroboration promises to substantially reduce the potential for a faulty monitor to drive the infusion when 
in fact it should not. 

6. Approach Evaluation 

6.1 Evaluation of the CARA Requirements 
The prototyping effort reveals a lot of omissions and discrepancies in the requirements document. First, the 
document does not provide any performance requirements - it provides primarily design requirements. For example: 

• Req 6 explain how continuous is "continuously"? What is the maximum response time (MRT) for the 
system to detect and handle a discontinuity event? 

• Similar to Req 6, there is no statement on how frequently the occlusion lines need to be monitored in order 
to satisfy Req 7. 

• Neither the Back EMF units nor the algorithm in converting Back EMF to pump rate are given in Req 10. 

• Do the requirements Req 11 and Req 12 concerning Back EMF computation only apply to manual control 
mode or to both manual and automatic control modes? Is Back EMF irrelevant in automatic mode? 

• In Req 16, the term impedance is not defined. Some designers understood the term impedance as an 
electronic term vice a fluid mechanics term. That type of confusion could result in an implementation that 
could lead to hazardous conditions for the patient under treatment. 

• It is unclear from the requirements document what policies are to be used for control of the blood-pressure 
cuff. Is it always under CARA's control, or is a hardware module in charge of taking the cuff blood 
pressure periodically. If the cuff is under CARA's control, then how long will it take to inflate the cuff to 
get a new blood pressure reading, and how long does CARA have to wait before it can inflate the cuff and 
take the next blood pressure reading? 
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• Req 20.3.2.2 is in direct contradiction of its parent requirement Req 20.3.2. The parent requirement (Req 
20.3.2) states that both source pressure readings lie outside the 10% tolerance of the corresponding cuff 
reading, while the child requirement (Req 20.3.2.2) states that C ARA should attempt to corroborate the 
next priority source based on the readings collected, which is a waste of time. 

• In Req 20.8, the requirement does not define the maximum response time to perform the corroboration after 
the arrival of a higher priority blood pressure reading. 

• While Req 44 requires the CARA software to check for validity of cuff pressure, the requirement document 
does not provide any information regarding valid range of blood pressure from different sources. 

• There is no requirement related to what happens when fluid gets low. Shouldn't some kind of alarm go off? 
How does the pump sense low fluid level? 

• There is no requirement for any kind of redundancy (with exception of redundancy implied by BP 
measurements). We went ahead and implemented a TMR (Triple Modular Redundancy) architecture on the 
key CARA algorithm module in Model #1. 

• A key aspect from the requirements is that the feedback available from the system allows for many 
capabilities in the CARA that were not included in the requirements. Specifically, the various forms of 
feedback would allow the CARA to perform diagnostics of various components attached to the system on a 
real-time basis. While such capabilities may not be part of the intent of the CARA, they would substantially 
improve its safety and functionality. An example is the Back EMF from the infusion pump. The 
requirements simply state that the CARA should monitor the Back EMF to determine the flow rate. 
Coupled with the measurements of the impedance (resistance to flow of the infused solution), the CARA 
can calculate the amount of influent provided a patient as a function of flow rate and time. However, the 
Back EMF provides additional information. A low value indicates that there is little resistance to pumping 
the fluid, it may indicate that the IV line is not inserted (i.e., pumping free). Conversely a high Back EMF 
with a constant impedance may indicate occlusion before the Occlusion signal occurs or it may indicate a 
failing pump. 

6.2 Evaluation of LAMPS and SEATools 
The experiments showed that LAMPS can effectively be used to model complex embedded software. LAMPS's 
triggering guards and execution guards provide a very convenient means for users to specific state machines 
explicitly without resort to target code. The timer feature is very useful in modeling complicated timing policies. For 
example, Figure 40 shows a simple model with two operators and 4 timers for the policy that 

"When the cuff pressure is being used for control: 
If the mean BP is 60 or below, cuff pressures will be taken once per minute; 
If the mean BP is (60 - 70], cuff pressures will be taken once every 2 minutes; 
If the mean BP is (70 - 90], cuff pressures will be taken once every 5 minutes; 
If the mean BP is above 90, cuff pressures will be taken once every 10 minutes". 

The sporadic operator established_cuff_bp is triggered each time it receives a new cuff blood pressure reading and 
starts the appropriate timer for the next cuff-reading event. The get_next_cuff, on the other hand, polls the timers 
once every 30 seconds, and issues the init_cor command to the monitor_bp module in Model #4 if any of the active 
timer reaches its preset time triggered. 

Since the above design implements the policy via LAMPS directly, users can accommodate any policy changes 
easily without the need to modify any source code. Moreover, since a cuff reading event may also be generated by 
other conditions like the loss of a beat-to-beat blood pressure source detected by the monitor_bp module in Model 
#4, the above design avoids any conflict with such event since it will reset its timers automatically whenever it 
receives a new cuff blood pressure reading. 
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Figure 40. Model for a Cuff Blood Pressure Monitor Policy 

SEATools provides the essential facilities for users to create and modify the models. It is very easy to reason about 
complexity using SEATools. When there are many data streams from one operator to another, it is easy to see and 
Fix (most of the time by using a user-defined type for the stream). It is also easy to see when a particular level is too 
complex and needs to be further decomposed. By trying to fully implement each requirement in the model it was 
clear which requirements were fully/consistently specified and which were not. 

The tool provides an effective means to perform requirement consistency and understandability checking. It also 
provides some degree of computer-aided inconsistency checking and data entry propagation at the user interface 
level, and complete semantic check via the translator. Figure 41 shows a simple graphical user interface of an 
executable prototype for Model #4, which has 20 composite operators and 89 atomic operators. The executable 
prototype consists of 14.7K lines of source code, 8.5K of which are generated by the translator and the scheduler of 
the SEATools. 

The experiments also exposed some errors and future enhancements for SEATools. Future enhancements include 
abstraction for data streams, visual queues for the declaration and use of timers, multiple views for requirements 
traces, better facilities for constructing user define types, ability to designate which operators will be implemented 
on separate processors. 

In FY03 we plan to complete the prototype to the point where measurements can be made, and to explore ways in 
which such measurements can be related to the degree of confidence users can put on systems. We also plan to fix 
deficiencies in the models and tools that were exposed by this exercise. For example, it was found that we needed to 
be able to decompose data streams into finer generic data streams to keep complex architecture understandable. It 
was also found that safety concerns required expressing new kinds of constraints. For instance, particular logical 
processes should be hosted on independent pieces of hardware to remove common causes for coincident failures. 
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Figure 41. The Graphical User Interface of the Executable Prototype for Model #4 
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